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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

JAN20 1427 25 1436 1395 1402 DEC19 129,45 -6,45 138,40 134,55 129,45

MAR20 1451 34 1454 1410 1417 MAR20 137,70 6,80 138,55 129,45 130,90

MAY20 1467 33 1470 1428 1434 MAY20 139,85 6,85 140,65 131,65 133,00

JUL20 1482 31 1486 1446 1451 JUL20 141,50 6,75 142,35 133,40 134,75
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Support: 1445, 1385, 1345 & 1335
Resistances: 1495 & 1510

New York ICE:

Supports: 134,50, 125,00-123,00 & 115,75
Resistances: 140,25 & 145,75
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last high low

1,11452 1,11581 1,11227

This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

BRAZIL

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

Last week it was busy at events and therefore increased volatility in the EURUSD:

- The Fed did not move interest rates (as expected), but still after the meeting the EURUSD broke the 1.1100 area.

- On Thursday we had the ECB meeting and especially the majority in the UK elections for Johnson appreciated the EUR even more and we were close to 1.1200
in EURUSD.
- On Friday afternoon with the confirmation of the Trade agreement between the United States and China, the USD may appreciate as well.

The great Brexit gamble paid off: Prime Minister Johnson got his majority in the House of Commons. The final result is still due, but it is certain that his majority

is comfortable enough to get his Brexit-deal through the Commons. The UK will leave the EU by January 31st

“Get Brexit done” resonated very well with voters and has redrawn the political map of the UK. But Brexit is not done: it will move to the tricky negotiations
regarding the future relationship. The clock on the end-2020 deadline of a hard Brexit has therefore started ticking, but the resounding victory does provide Boris
Johnson with some room for maneuver.

Brazil exported this year a record 27.4 million bags of green coffee, a 30% increase compared to 2018/19, according to CeCafe but arabica output, now in the

off-year of the biennial crop cycle, is projected at 50-55 million bags in 2019/20, about 15% lower than last year’s record 62 million bag harvest.

Brazil ‘s exports of coffee in all forms for the month of November fell 20.2% to 3,113,846 bags reports the exporters association Cecafe in its monthly figures.
Green coffee volumes went down to 2,801,323 bags, or a 22.1% decrease on year. Exports of Arabicas and Robustas were 22.8% and 13.1% down to
2,596,629 and 204.694 bags, respectively. Exports of processed coffee rose 2.4% to 312,523 bags.

Cecafe have indicated that Brazil harvested a smaller crop in 2019 when compared to the record crop in 2018 and due to this, supply of high-quality export-type

coffees were smaller. Brazil sees 20-30% drop in specialty coffee production in 2019-2020 from previous crop. Between 7 and 8 million bags of specialty coffees
were produced. This volume is 20-30% lower than the 10 million bags of the 2018-19 period due to the low cycle in Brazilian coffee.

Local and foreign firms in the coffee industry gathered for a trading conference in the central highlands province of Gia Lai on Monday. The conference was

among activities held to mark the 3rd “Vietnam Coffee Day”.

The event is held between Sunday and Tuesday under the theme “Coffee enjoying culture”. It is co-organised by the Gia Lai People’s Committee, the Vietnam
Cocoa Coffee Association (Vicofa) and the Vietnam Trade Promotion Agency.

NY market continued its gains end past week following rumors of potential Colombian defaults – Roberto Velez (head of the FNC) later stressed the need for

growers to continue selling and to honour existing contracts.

Guatemala’s November Coffee Exports Fall as Crop Shrinks. Shipments fell to 49,910 bags from 61,839 bags a year earlier, the National Coffee Association in
Guatemala City said in a report. In October-November, growers collected 31,509 bags, down from 42,031 bags y/y; monthly exports include inventory. In the 12
months ending Sept. 30, exports may decline to 3.37m bags from 3.54m y/y as output drops.

India - Total permits issued for Indian Coffee Exports including Indian Coffee Instant (Soluble) from 1st Jan until 09th Dec 2019 remained on par (0.17%) with

the same period in 2018. Limited offer available for current crop, offer prices continue to remain firm. New crop arrivals in the local market is delayed.

Blue Bottle Coffee helped make single-pour cups of coffee a trademark of cafes across the country. But Monday, the Oakland company announced plans to do

away with single-use cups at two Bay Area cafes as it prepares to go zero waste at its nearly 70 U.S. locations by the end of next year. Instead, customers will
either need to bring their own mug, order drinks for-here or put down a deposit for a reusable cup they can exchange for a clean one on their next visit or return

for their deposit. That’ll start early next year at a new unnamed San Francisco location and an existing cafe in the East Bay, though Blue Bottle declined to
announce the specific locations. If these pilots are successful, Blue Bottle plans to spread the single-use cup ban to other cafes.

In France, Nespresso, Nestlé and JDE (Jacobs Douwe Egberts) have come together to form the Alliance for the Recycling of Aluminium Capsules. These
three companies are launching an appeal to other players in the market to extend the recycling scheme initially launched by Nespresso 10 years ago, to ensure

all aluminium coffee capsules are recycled. Aluminium is 100% recyclable, meaning it can be used infinitely. In the majority of countries, however, public
recycling infrastructure is not capable of recycling small, lightweight packaging such as aluminium coffee capsules.

Pepsi is brewing something up for 2020 that will awaken taste buds of cola lovers and coffee fanatics across the US: Pepsi Café, a new beverage debuting in
the US in April 2020, will blend the taste of deep flavorful coffee with the refreshing, crisp taste of a Pepsi cola. Featuring two flavors, Original and Vanilla, the

beverage is balanced with just a touch of roasted Arabica coffee to add a combination of flavors to your caffeine routine. Pepsi Café has nearly double the
amount of caffeine than a regular Pepsi cola and is available in 12oz slim cans for an easy pick-me-up, whether at work, at home or on-the-go.

The price of Arabica coffee has increased significantly from its recent lows and had reached levels not seen since 2017. The ICO has maintained its preliminary

forecast of a small global deficit of about 502,000 bags in coffee year.

Contrary, USDA Sees 2.9 Million Bag Surplus for 2019-2020 Coffee Crop Year. Global production for the 2019-2020 crop year at 169.3 million bags- global
consumption forecast at a record 166.4 million bags. Ending inventories are expected to slip 400,000 bags to 35.0 million.

ICE Arabica continued to rise, up 7.7% wow. As per last Comittment of Traders, Non-Commercials bought 15,448 net lots, taking their position from a net
short to a net long of 14,492 lots. Commercials had the largest gross short position on record for the second week, at 197,673 lots.
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